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Abstract

Personality, creativity and professional skills of primary school teachers should be developed to achieve optimal performance of their tasks in the school, because the teachers have a role and a very important function in shaping the personality of students, in order to develop and prepare the human resources (HR). The result of the first survey conducting was coordinated by elementary art education lecturer team in a primary school showed that the quality of the professional competence of teachers, especially in using of learning media Cultural Arts and Crafts in the primary school needs to be improved. This condition was seen that during arts and crafts learning activities, the primary school teachers did not show professional competence as well as: 1) when the teacher explains and answers to the media questions optimized. 2) learning media used by teachers in the form of images that are colorless and unattractive. The problems of the research are: 1). What is kind of the learning development media of animated videos for elementary school teachers in learning Cultural of Arts and Crafts, 2). How effective is the learning media of animation video on learning of Cultural Arts and crafts. The purpose of the research is to create a form of learning media of animation video development for primary teachers in learning Cultural Arts and Craft and describe the effectiveness of the learning media of animation video in learning Cultural Arts and Crafts. This research was carried out the activities development in collaboration between teachers, students, and faculty. Teachers, students, and faculty were a team of researchers who sit together to design the form of the learning media of animation video. Activities design created the media design; furthermore media design was examined in learning activities Arts and Crafts in the school. The techniques of data were retrieved by observation, questionnaire, and documentation. Data were analyzed by using quantitative and qualitative.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The participation of High Education in order to improve the quality of teacher education now day is an important agenda for the task of educational institutions. It is intended for a changing paradigm in learning that does not emphasize the role of the teacher as the main source of learning (teacher center), but active students in learning should take priority (student center). Therefore, it needs innovative learning as a necessary by involving the use of learning media innovation made by the teachers to realize active learning and fun. The result of the first survey conducting was coordinated by elementary art education lecturer team in a primary school showed that the quality of professional competence of teachers, especially in using of learning media Cultural Arts and Crafts in the primary school needs to be improved. This condition was seen that during arts and crafts learning activities, the primary school teachers did not show professional competence as well as: 1) learning did not run naturally, the atmosphere was tense, the situation would be forced to conform to a model teacher. 2) Explanation of the material was always from the teacher, so that learning was still teacher center 3) when teachers explained and answered any questions, the media was not optimized. 4) Learning media used by teachers in the form of images that are colorless and unattractive. 5). Time learning was too long, so that there a lot of wasted time. 6) Scenario monotonous sequence of learning materials, so it makes the students bored. Thus, the problems appeared were not yet competent teachers based on their tasks, so the impact does not achieve educational goals optimally. By the existing conditions as those questions arise in our minds, "What the really is the weaknesses of the education system we have lived all this time?"

Based on those problems, the PGSD UNNES Department as one of the program organizers educators has an important role to find the solutions and provide arguments for teachers, especially in the learning of Arts and Culture and Craft in the primary
school. According to the arts researchers in primary school, creativity, as well as the professional capabilities of primary school teachers should be developed in order to carry out the tasks optimally at school, because teachers have a role and a very important function in shaping the personality of students, in order to develop and prepare the human resources. All art materials in the curriculum which consists of music, dance, visual arts and crafts arts. From those materials, students are required to be able to know and master, both in terms of knowledge, appreciation, creativity, and creating creation. For the teaching activities, teachers should provide ease of learning for all students, in order to develop potential optimally. With practice a dance artist learns to experience a sense of creative efficacy and with it comes an abiding faith that the creative imagination can be activated, tolerated, and regulated (P Thomson, 2011).

This study aims to reformulation that is useful for primary teacher by developing learning media of animation video in the educational unit lessons, especially on the subjects of Cultural Arts and Crafts. Animation video is stir-shaped image of a set of objects (images) are arranged uniformly follow flow of the movement that has been determined at each increment count the time that happened. Image or object that is referred to in the above definitions may include images of human, animal, or in writing. In the process, the creator of animation or better known as the animator must use logical thinking to determine the flow of motion of an object from the first to the final state of the object. To benefit from the static information learners need to mentally extract and integrate necessary elements for the construction of their personal dynamic mental model to understand the given learning task (Babette Park, Stefan Munzer, Tina Sefert, Roland Brunken, 2016).

The topic of this research is the reason researchers to develop learning media of animation video on learning Cultural Arts and Crafts, where their animated video can provide ease of primary students to learn from all multitart. These learning videos can attract attention and provide motivation for elementary students to learn better learn to dance, sing, draw, or make skills. Beside, this animated video can also be easier for students to appreciate because students can feel the illusion of motion on the displayed image. Besides, beneficial for their students use learning media of animation video is also useful for teachers both in terms of the smoothness of learning, efficiency, and effectiveness. The video facilitation was more often considered useful, where students viewed themselves on video, than in the composition course, where students viewed their peers on video (Ali Leijen, Ineke Lam, Liesbeth Wildschut, P Robert-Jan Simons, Wilfriend Admiral, 2009). Research problems are:

1) What is kind of development of instructional media of animated videos for primary school teachers as a learning source of Cultural Arts and Crafts?
2) How effective is the learning media of animation video of Arts and Culture and Crafts in the primary school.

2 METHOD

2.1 Types of research

This type of research is research and development or research and development, means research aims to produce a particular product, and examine the effectiveness of these products (Sugiyono 2008: 297). Thus, this study aims to develop the product in the form of learning media such as animation video. This study is the development activities conducted in collaboration between teachers, students, and faculty. Teachers, students, and faculty are a team of researchers who will sit together to design the form of learning media animation video based on the experience, potential and existing conditions. From design activities will produce media design, media design will be further examined in learning activities of Arts and Crafts in the school. The experimental activities is accompanied by a process of evaluation and reflection in efforts to improve learning media of animation video. Researchers conduct a modification of the ten steps. The following research steps and development are modified.

Stage 1: Potential and Problems.

Data about the potential and the problems derived from the results of previous studies or documentation of activities of individuals or institutions report related to learning cultural arts and crafts.

Stage 2: Collection of Information / Data

The data collection are conducted to analyze the needs of media with interviews and administration of questionnaires to students, teachers, and schools that contain grains needs regarding learning media instructional animation video art and craft culture at primary school level.

Stage 3: Media Design

Media design are designed based on the analysis of learning needs of media animation video art and
craft culture at primary school level consisting of the needs of students, teachers, and schools. It means that learning cultural arts and crafts according to media are required and expected by students, teachers, and schools.

Stage 4: Validation Design
Validation design learning media of art animation video, culture and craft is made by an expert or experts to determine the pros and cons.

Stage 5: Revised Media Design
After the design of learning animation of art, culture and craft media video is validated by experts it is known shortcomings so as to improve the design of the media.

Stage 6: Trial Limited
Limited trial use of learning media instructional animation video art, culture and craft carried out in two schools that become the object of research through observation in a limited trial.

Stage 7: Revised Media
They have been tested in limited classes held prototype revision of learning media of animation video art and craft culture in order to be an effective medium for learning.

Stage 8: Media
After holding a limited user testing and revision, the results of research on the development of this form of learning media instructional animation video art and craft culture in primary school.

2.2 Research subject
The subject of research is the main source of research data that have regarding data variables studied (Azwar S, 2004). The object of research is learning media animated video payload cultural arts and crafts. While the test subjects in the study was grade II in Semarang Barat

2.3 Research Instruments
There are two kinds necessary:

a. Data on product research, which is about a form of development of learning media animation video on learning cultural arts and crafts including:
   1) Data of learning media component of animation video on cultural and crafts arts learning with the observation sheet validator (two course lecturers media)
   2) Data of feasibility media of animation video on learning of cultural arts and crafts using observation sheet validator (team lecturer in art)

b. Data on the effectiveness of learning media of animation video on learning of cultural arts and crafts including:
   1) Analysis results of responses of students and teachers on learning media of animation video on learning cultural arts and crafts with a questionnaire
   2) Conducting learning undertaken by teachers with the implementation of learning media animation video on learning cultural arts and crafts, using sheets and documentation observation.
   3) Activities of students in learning activities to the implementation of learning media of animation video on learning cultural arts and crafts use observation sheets and documentation

2.4 Data analysis technique
Data were analyzed by using quantitative and qualitative. Quantitative data were described by the sample data with the present data through charts, graphs, pie charts and calculations. While qualitative data were described by data reduction stage, presenting the data and data conclusion. In this stage of data reduction that is analyzed the data overall, then selected for detailed any parts. It was done to facilitate the understanding when it is served. Method presentation of data: the detailed data are presented in tables or graphs, but conclusion is studied by the data, interpret, compare and then draw conclusions.

2.5 Indicators of success
Indicators of success of R & D are:
1) The device is developed in learning media of animation video on learning cultural arts and crafts in primary school is said be valid when the average score of a validator is minimal
2) The effectiveness of learning media of animation video for the Cultural Arts and crafts in primary school averaged category

3 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
3.1 Media-Based Animation video development
Media are developed in learning Cultural Arts and crafts include: text that can be understood easily; images are presented attractively and effectively; election mater adapted to the purpose and characteristics of the material, the video displayed can reveal a good learning materials from the body language, expressions, posture, and tone; learning material on the video presented in the form of sound, images, text separately or together; animation is used to load a funny picture, varied, lots of color, motion, and interesting student concentration.

3.2 Media Experts Validation

Animation learning media product has been tested for feasibility by two learning media lecturers. Validator assessed the views contained in an animated video based learning media learning Cultural Arts and crafts for grade 2 elementary school. Besides the quality of video, audio, pictures, and animations were also assessed by validator. Media validation ware conducted in November 2014.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Score V1</th>
<th>Score V2</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Text used can be understood</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Images are presented attractively and effectively</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Election mater adapted to the purpose and characteristics of the materials</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The video display can reveal a good learning materials body language, expressions, posture, and tone</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learning material on the video presented in the form of sound, images, text separately or simultaneously</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Animation is used to load a funny picture, varied lots of color, motion, and interesting student concentration</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Score</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>85.7</td>
<td>82.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Category</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Very Good</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Based on questionnaire validation table 1, it can be seen that the value obtained was 82.9 so that it can be seen that the learning media animation based on learning cultural arts and craft showed both categories (teaching materials worth using with no revised item 1-2)

3.3 Validation Expert Content

Material expertsbecame the validator to examine the products based learning media animation were two experts. Assessment material on this media covering the completeness of information starting material dance, visual, music, crafts, video and audio conformance with the material, and conformity evaluation. The validation results of the validator material presented in table 2.
Table 2. result of validation from expert content

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Score V1</th>
<th>Score V2</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Explanatory of learning materials</td>
<td>Focusing students</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Creating the conditions which are fun</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The material is connected with real life</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Material easily understood by students</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The learning method</td>
<td>Giving the students experience</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>To provide experience to student</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In accordance with the objectives and Characteristics student</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media and learning resources</td>
<td>Easy to use in learning</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Media easily transfer knowledge to student</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Use of media further shortentime and materials</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interactive learning</td>
<td>There are different variations to support student information</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Provide good stimulus to students</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Make it easy for students to respond to the material</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Improve student questions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v In accordance with the objective learning</td>
<td>Facilitate the learning process in class</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Improving the efficiency of the process learning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maintain the relevance of the subject matter with the aims of learning</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Helps concentration of students</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total score: 21 21 21

Value: 84 84 84

Category: Very Good Very Good Very Good

According to the table the validation of questionnaire matter expert in Table 2 is known that the overall value was 8.4 this shows an animation-based learning media in learning the art and craft culture were valid and can be used in learning without any revision.

3.4 Data Respondents

Student response data was grade 2 elementary school in Semarang Barat with the number 25. Students were provided an assessment of learning media products and materials with 5 number statement. The description of the results of the questionnaire to the student experiment was as follows:

Table 3. description of questionnaire

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indicator</th>
<th>Score School 1</th>
<th>Score School 2</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Do you feel happy learning by using video animation?</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>By looking at the animation video, are you happy spirit to learning to follow the cultural arts and crafts?</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>By looking at the animation video, whether you easy to understand Subject matter?</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>By looking at the animation video, do you feel comforted</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is an animated video that aired have images, sounds writing, color, clear story</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total Score: 23 21 22

Value: 92 84 88

Category: Excellent Excellent Excellent

According to the table 3 student questionnaire, it can be seen that the average value of the students’ responses reached 88 with a very good category, it showed the media-based learning animation on learning cultural arts and crafts in an elementary school was valid and can be used in learning without revision.

3.5 Data Analysis of Expert Media

Based on the results of questionnaires obtained from media experts can be seen that from the total number of items in the questionnaire, as many as seven grains were used as elements of evaluation. Media experts claimed 1 item having an excellent answer that in point to three. The item was the election materials in accordance with the purposes and characteristics. But, the other sixth items got good category. The sixth item assessed aspects, named: (1). Text used was could understand, (2). Images were presented developed attractive and effective, (3). The video display could provide good communication with the student, (4). The video displayed could reveal learning materials that include body language, expression, gesture and tone,
(5). Learning material on the video presented in the form of sound, images, or text, separately or together. (6). Animation was used to load a moving image amusing and interesting concentration of students.

Based on the above results it can be concluded that the media experts claim that the development of an animated video based learning media is valid and eligible for use in studying the subject Cultural Arts and crafts for elementary students. Validator to suggest that in the presentation of the volume is not too loud, so that the songs contained in the media does not interfere with the use of media.

3.6 Data Analysis of Expert Content

Based on the results of questionnaires obtained from subject matter experts, it is known that from the total number of items in the questionnaire, as many as 5 grains, materials experts assert one item with the answer very well. The Item was: conformity with the learning objectives developed animated video media. Media rated facilitate the learning process in the classroom, improving the efficiency of the learning process, maintain the relevance of the material to the learning objectives, and assist students in learning concentration. As for the indicators comprising: the explanation of learning materials, teaching methods, media and learning resources, interactive learning, expert material stated in either category. Based on the results of the questionnaire analysis validator materials experts, in getting the results there is one indicator that getting enough value that is on interactive learning indicators because the variations shown in the media yet many provide a stimulus for students in learning. The suggestions put forward by the expert validator material, namely motion animation contained in the video should not be too much, so as to further explore the students to find their own creative movement to be more creative.

4 CONCLUSION

The resulting product has already been examined and revised, so the media were already feasible in use for learning of Cultural and crafts arts for primary students. Students were motivated and successful in participating in learning activities. Successful development of these views of the media are developed including indicators, among others: the text used that can be understood; the picture presented is developed attractive and effective; video display can provide good communication with the students; video display can reveal learning materials that include body language, expression, posture, and tone; learning material on the video presented in the form of sound, images, or text, separately or together; animation that is used to load a moving image amusing and interesting concentration of students.
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